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Let (X, F) be an a-compact space in the sense of Herrlich and let Y be a Tychonoff topology 
on X such that rc F’. Conditions for u-compactness of Y’ are obtained which continue work 
of Comfort, Retta, Williams, and others. Studies of Kato, Van Douwen, Williams, and others are 
also continued by obtaining sufficient conditions for cu-compactness of partial box products of 
families of cY-compact spaces. 
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a-compact space zero-dimensional space P,-space 
realcompact space completely uniformizable space C,-modification 
measurable cardinal cu.completely uniformizable space k-box product 
1. Introduction 
By a “topological space” (or simply a “space”), we shall always mean a Tychonoff 
space, and cx, K, A, and p will always denote infinite cardinals. 
If (X, S) is a space, then F(K) denotes the G,-modification of 9, i.e., the topology 
on X having as a base the collection {n 9: 59~ F and 0 # IYl< K}. It is clear that 
Y(w) = 9, and it is easily verified that F(K) is zero-dimensional (i.e., has a base 
consisting of clopen sets) if K > w. Thus, in any case, (X, y(K)) is again Tychonoff. 
In this paper we study a-compact spaces in the sense of Herrlich (see Section 2 
for definitions) and, in particular, the question of when a topology larger than an 
a-compact topology is again cY-compact. A few results concerning this question are 
already known. We describe these, as well as our present contributions, as follows: 
Let (X, S) be an cu-compact space, let w s K G m(a) (where m(a) is the smallest 
measurable cardinal aa), and assume that Fc Y’c T(K). In [S, 6.11, Comfort and 
Retta show that (X, Y’) is cr-compact if (1) either K G (Y or 9’= T(m(a)), and in 
[17, Cor. 41 Retta asserts, but with an incorrect proof, that (X, 9’) is a-compact if 
(2) F’= F(K) (see Remark 3.2(e) below). Moreover, in [20,3.3], Williams shows 
that (X, 9’) is Lu-compact if (3) (X, Y’) is zero-dimensional and 9-(p) c 9’~ F(p+), 
where pcL+c m(o) and a = w, (see Remark 3.2(c)). 
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In our main result, Theorem 3.1, we give a new proof of case (1) above; a correct 
proof of case (2); a proof of case (3) without the hypothesis of zero-dimensionality, 
and for arbitrary cw; and, finally, a proof of a-compactness of (X, S’) for the case 
in which (X, y) is a P,-space. 
Again let w =S K S m(a), and let (X, S) and (X, 9’) be the Tychonoff and K-box 
products, respectively, of a family of cY-compact spaces. (Then (X, y) is a-compact 
[11,3.4], and clearly 3~ yl’c Y(K).) In [13,2.4], Kato shows that (X, y) is (Y- 
compact for the case (Y = o1 (i.e., for the realcompact case), and the same result 
has been obtained independently by Eric van Douwen (unpublished). Whether 
(X, sl) is a-compact for arbitrary (Y remains an open question. (Retta claims an 
affirmative answer in [17, Cor. 51, but again his proof is incorrect.) Here we show, 
among other things, that (X, S,) is a-compact if each factor space is zero-dimensional 
(Theorem 4.4) or if each factor space is completely uniformizable (Corollary 4.7). 
Finally, we note that it is an easy exercise, based on the techniques of [9,8.18], 
to show that if a space X is hereditarily cu-compact, then so is X with any larger 
Tychonoff topology. 
2. Definitions and preliminaries 
Let X be a space. A zero-set of X is a set of the form f~‘({O}), where f is a 
real-valued continuous function on X. A cozero-set of X is the complement of a 
zero-set of X. If Y is a collection of subsets of X, then Y has the a-intersection 
property if n &‘#0 whenever tic Y with 0 # Iti1 < LY, and Y is fixed (resp. free) if 
ny#P, (resp. ny=0). M oreover, if A c X, we set YIA = {S n A: S E 9}. 
A z-jilter on X is a filter of zero-sets of X; a prime z-filter on X is a z-filter 9 
on X with the property that if 2, and Z, are zero-sets of X with Z, u Z2~ 9, then 
Z, E 9 or Z, E S. A z-ultrajilter on X is a maximal z-filter on X. Clearly every 
z-ultrafilter is prime. 
We assume familiarity with the basic theory of z-filters, prime z-filters, and 
z-ultrafilters on X (see [9]). In particular, we recall that if f: X + Y is continuous 
and if 9 is a z-filter on X, then f”(S) denotes the z-filter on Y consisting of all 
zero-sets Z of Y such that f-‘(Z) E 9 [9,4.12]. 
2.1. Proposition. If f: X + Y is continuous, if (Y > w, and if 9 is a z-ultrajlter on X 
with the a-intersection property, then f “( 9) is a z-ultrafilter on Y with the a-intersection 
property. 
Proof. By [9,4.12], f”(F) is prime, and clearly f #(%) has the a-intersection 
property. Moreover, since (Y > w, f “( 9) is closed under countable intersection and 
hence (by [l, 2.21) is a z-ultrafilter on Y. 0 
A space X is a-compact (in the sense of Herrlich [ll]) if every z-ultrafilter on X 
with the a-intersection property is fixed. Thus X is compact (resp. realcompact) if 
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and only if X is w-compact (resp. u,-compact). See [5] for a recent survey of results 
on a-compactness as well as for additional references. 
A cardinal m is measurable if there exists a free ultrafilter on the set m with the 
m-intersection property (see e.g. [4, p. 1861). Thus, in particular, w is measurable. 
(It is known to be consistent with ZFC that there are no uncountable measurable 
cardinals, but it is unknown whether ZFC implies that there are not any.) We denote 
by m(cr) the smallest measurable cardinal m (if it exists) such that (Y c m. 
As will be clear in Section 3, measurable cardinals play an essential role in the 
study of preservation of a-compactness by larger topologies. The main tool in this 
study is the following lemma (which generalizes [5, 5.21): 
2.2. Lemma. Let 9 be a z-ultra~lter on a space X and let @ = (a: -4 c S$ n ~2 = lil, 
and n a’ is cropen in Xfor every Lc4’c S@ with I&‘/ < /&I}. Jf@ # 0, then min{/d/: d E 
@} is a measurable cardinal. 
Proof. Let m =min{jd]: &E @}, choose J&E c;P with Id] = m, and write s9 = 
{A,: tErn}. Let l&,=X and, for O<[<m, let BE=n17<5&V. Then n5fm Be=0 
and, as is readily verified, for every x E X, mini< E m: x c B{} is a successor ordinal. 
We can therefore define a function f: X -+ m (where m has its discrete topology) 
as follows: f(x) = 5 if and only if x E B< - Be+, . Since fP’({.$}) = R, - B,,, and B4 
and B,.,, are both clopen in X, f is continuous. Then f”(s) is a prime filter on m 
[9,4.12], and hence an ultrafilter on m. 
Suppose there exists 6~ nf#( 9). Then {t} ~f#( 9), and hence St--B,+, E S. 
Since B< - B,,, is clopen in X, it follows easily that &* = {A,: rl s 5) u {Be - Be+,) 
is in Cp. But clearly m 2 w and hence )&*I < m, contrary to the minimality of m. 
Thus f”(9) is free. 
Nextfet g~f~(9)with /%j<m,andlet%‘={if-‘(E): E~%}.ThenBccand 
l‘-) 93’ is clopen in X for every 9%‘~ 9% Hence n .B #0 by the minimality of m, so 
n 8 i4 0, and we conclude that f”( 9) has the m-intersection property. Cl 
2.3. Remarks. (a) In the statement of Lemma 2.2, the phrase “is clopen in X” 
cannot be replaced by “is a zero-set in X”. To see this, let 9 be the (unique) free 
z-ultrafilter on the space w, of countable ordinals, let @‘= {S: SQ = 9, n ._K@ = 0, 
and n &’ is a zero-set in w, for every d’c & with I&‘\< I&I}, and let 93 = 
{[& ui): 5 < wi}. Then B E @’ (in fact, as is readily verified, n B’ is a zero-set in 
wI for every 93’~ B) and we have w , G m = min{/&/: ti E 9”) < m(o,). Hence m is 
not measurable. 
(b) Let 9 and @ be as in Lemma 2.2 and let @” = {&: &c $, n & = 0, and 
n d’ is clopen in X for every &’ c &}. Then it is not difficult to show that @ # 0 
if and only if @* $0, and that, in this case, min{]d]: tin @}=min{ldl: &G @*}. 
A space (X, S> is a I’,-space if n % E 9 whenever 99 t .Y with 0 # / 31 c K. 
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3. The main theorem 
The following is our principal theorem. For completeness, we include some known 
cases in its statement and proof. 
3.1. Theorem. Let (X, 5) be an a-compact space and let 9’ be a Tychonofltopology 
on X such that 3~ 57’~ F(K), where w =S K S m(a). If any one of the following 
conditions is satisjied, then (X, 9’) is a-compact. 
(1) K < Cf. 
(2) (X, sl) is a P,-space. 
(3) K = put and T-(p) c 5 (hence T_(p) c 9’~ T(p+)). 
(4) T’= y(K). 
Proof. We may obviously assume that (Y > o. 
Let 9 be a z-ultrafilter on (X, 9’) with the a-intersection property, and suppose 
that n 9= 0. Let f be the identity map from (X, 5’) onto (X, Y). Since f is 
continuous, f “(9) is a z-ultrafilter on (X, S) with the a-intersection property 
(Proposition 2.1) and hence there exists x E n f “(9). Since x& n 9, there exists 
a cozero-set neighborhood P of x in (X, S’) with X -P E 9, and there exists a 
zero-set neighborhood 2 of x in (X, sl) with 2 c P. Let Q = X - 2, and note that 
Q meets every member of 9. Since Q is a cozero-set, and hence z-embedded, in 
(X, S,), it follows from [2,3.1] that 91 Q is a z-ultrafilter on (Q, 9’1 Q). Moreover, 
it is clear that 91 Q has the a-intersection property. 
Observe next that since yc y(K), we have int%, 2 E T(K). Hence there exists 
9 c Y with I%[ < K such that x E n 9~ int,, 2, and for every GE 9 there exists a 
zero-set neighborhood 2, of x in (X, Y) such that x E 2, c G. Let 68 = 
(2, n Q: G E %} and note that 16% < K. 
We first verify the following: 
(i) 93cs(Q. 
(ii) n 9 = 0. 
To prove (i), we need only note that since x E n f “( SF), we have 2, E f #(.?F) c 9 
foreveryGE~.For(ii),wehaven~=((n,,,Z,)nQc(n~)nQcZnQ=0. 
To finish the proof for Case 1 (K S a), note simply that by (i) and (ii) we have 
(Y s 193 I < K s a, a contradiction. 
We may therefore assume, for the rest of the proof, that (Y < K. 
Let@={&: _&9lQ,n_!&=0, and n &’ is clopen in (Q, 5’ 1 Q) for every A? = & 
with I&‘[ < I&I}. T o complete the proof, it will suffice to show, in each of the 
remaining three cases, that 6B E @. (For then m = min{l&l: d E @} is measurable by 
Lemma 2.2, and since clearly LY s m, we then have m(a) s m s 1~3) < K, a contra- 
diction.) 
Now (in view of(i) and (ii)) to show that 9 E @, we need only prove the following: 
(iii) n 3’ is clopen in (Q, 9’lQ) for every 3’~ 91 with I%‘1 < 131. 
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Assume then that 3’~ %’ with 13’1 </?&I. Then there exists 9’~ 99 with /%‘I = 1~~1 
such that %“= {Z, n Q: GE %‘}. Let % = {Z,: GE 9’). Since n 93’= (n 2:) n Q, it 
suffices now to show that n % E 9’. 
For each G E 9’ there exists %, c Y such that /%,I s w and Z, = n 2,. 
Case (2). We assume that (X, 9’) is a P,-space. For each GE 9’ we have %YG c 9 
andl~,l~(Y<K,s~Z~E~‘.Then,sincel~l~I~I<K,wehaver)~:E~. 
Case (3). We assume that K = p+ and y(p)c y-‘. Since 131 <K and a <K, we 
have I~I=\~‘l<jal<r_~ and w<a<p.,and hence (UGt99%‘GI~I%‘I.~<~. Since 
fw=n t.h %&), it follows that n 9’ E Y(p) c F. 
Case (4). Finally, we assume that y’= F(K). Since \??‘I < K and w < (Y < K, we 
have IUGtgz x~I<K, and hence nzd(K)=r. 0 
3.2. Remarks. (a) Case (1) of Theorem 3.1 is due to Comfort and Retta [5, 6.11. 
For another proof of this case when K = a = wl, see Hernandez [lo, Cor. 71. The 
instance y = T(K) and K = a = w1 of Case (1) is due to Frolik [8, Theorem 41. See 
also Wheeler [18, 5.21 and the remarks of [5, 4.8(a)]. 
(b) Case (2) of Theorem 3.1 is new. We note that this case cannot be replaced 
by the hypothesis “(X, 9’) is zero-dimensional.” To see this, let X be the ordinal 
space w, + 1 with its order topology 9, and let Y’ be the topology on X generated 
by Su{{wl}}. Then (X, Y) is compact, and hence realcompact (=w,-compact), 
and clearly 3-c Y’ c Y( m(o,)). Moreover, since 9 is zero-dimensional and {w,} is 
Y’-clopen, Y is also zero-dimensional. But w, is Y-closed in X and (w, , F’ w,) = 
(WI, 5-I w,) is not realcompact, and thus (X, sl) is not realcompact. (The space 
(X, 9’) is described in [5, 6.51.) 
(c) Case (3), for Q = w,, was obtained by Williams [20, 3.31, but with the 
unnecessary hypothesis that Y’ be zero-dimensional. (Williams informs us that the 
hypothesis “9~ 9’~ ,(a+)” of [20, 3.3(2)] is a typographical error, and that it 
should read “F(a) c Y c .Y((Y+)“. As actually stated, alternative (2) of [20, 3.31 is 
false, even when Y is zero-dimensional.) We note that the hypothesis Y(p) c Y’c 
Y(p+) does not necessarily imply that Y is zero-dimensional (even for p > 0). In 
fact, the authors show in [3] that if p is regular, then there is a space (X, 9) (which 
is cu-compact if p < m(a)) and a Tychonoff topology 9’ on X such that Y(p) c Y c 
9(~+) and such that F-’ is not zero-dimensional at any point of X. 
(d) The instance K = m(a) of Case (4) was proved by Comfort and Retta [5,6.1] 
and, for (Y = w,, by Williams [20, 3.21. It also follows from our Case 2 (since 
(X, y(m(a))) is a p,(,)- space [5, 2.51). The instance K < m(a) of Case (4) is, of 
course, an immediate consequence of our Case (3). 
(e) Case (4), for (Y = wl, was proved by Kato [13, 3.11 (by an entirely different 
method). Case (4), for arbitrary (Y, is stated by Retta as Corollary 4 in [17], but 
Retta’s proof is incorrect since it depends on Theorems 1 and 2 of [17], both of 
which are false. (The z-ultrafilter 9 of 2.3 above provides a counterexample to [ 17, 
Theorem 11, and easy examples show that [17, Theorem 21 is also false. The error 
in [17, Theorem l] has been observed independently by Retta (unpublished).) 
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(f) We note that m(a) is an upper bound for the set of cardinals K for which 
(X, T(K)) is a-compact whenever a space (X, 3) is cY-compact. Indeed, for every 
a there is a compact (hence a-compact) space (X, 9) such that, for every K > m(a), 
(X, y(K)) is not a-compact. To see this, we need only take X to be the one-point 
compactification of a discrete space of cardinality m(a). Then, for K > m(a), it is 
clear that (X, T(K)) is discrete. Since 1X1= m(a), it follows from [5, 5.31 that 
(X, T(K)) iS not a-COmpaCt. 
4. The box product problem 
Let (Xi: i E I) be a family of spaces and K an infinite cardinal. The K-box product 
of (Xi: i E I) (denoted by K - 0 is, X,) is the space with the Cartesian product nit, Xi 
as its underlying set, and which has, as a base, sets of the form nit_, rTT;‘( Ui), where 
JcIwithO#]J]< K, vi is the ith projection map, and U, is open in Xi for all i E .I. 
(Thus w -0 it, Xi is nit, Xi with its usual (Tychonoff) product topology.) The 
Ill+-box product of (Xi: i E I) is denoted simply by 0 ii, X,. A base for the latter 
consists of all sets of the form nIiE, Ui, where each Ui is open in Xi. 
We are interested here in the following question: 
4.1. Question. If (X,: i E I) is a family of a-compact spaces, and if w G K s m(a), 
iS K -0 isl xi alSO a-COIIIpaCt? 
It is known that Question 4.1 can be answered affirmatively in several cases. We 
summarize these already known results in the following remarks. 
4.2. Remarks. (a) The answer to Question 4.1 is “yes” if K = w. (For K = w = a, this 
is just the Tychonoff product theorem (see e.g. [9, 6.81). For K = w and (Y 2 w,, see 
[9, 8.111 and [ll, 3.41.) 
(b) The answer to Question 4.1 is shown by Comfort and Retta [5, 4.7(c)] to be 
“yes” if K s a (This follows, as in [5], from Case (1) of Theorem 3.1 since 
5-c Y’c F(K), where Y and Y’ are the Tychonoff and K-box product topologies, 
respectively, of (Xi: i E I).) For the special case in which K = a = w, and each Xi is 
a P,I-space, see [15, 4.81. 
(c) The answer to Question 4.1 is “yes” if LY = wi . This is due, independently, to 
Kato [13, 2.41 and Van Douwen (unpublished). See also Williams [19, 1.151. 
Question 4.1, in general, remains open. (In [17, Cor. 51, Retta asserts an affirmative 
answer to Question 4.1, but his proof is incorrect since it depends on Theorems 1 
and 2 of [17]; see Remark 3.2(e).) We note, incidentally, that an affirmative answer 
to Question 4.1 implies Case (4) of Theorem 3.1. This follows from the easily verified 
fact that, for any space (X, S), (X, T(K)) is homeomorphic to the diagonal of 
K---O 5tn X,, where X, = (X, y) for all ,$E K. 
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We show in Theorem 4.4 that the answer to Question 4.1 is “yes” if each Xi is 
zero-dimensional. (In view of this and Remark 4.2(c), a negative answer to Question 
4.1 would be highly unexpected.) 
We first prove the following rather technical lemma (which will be used for both 
Theorem 4.4 and 4.6): 
4.3. Lemma. Let (Xi: i E I) be a family of a-compact spaces, let w G K S m(a) and 
X = K - 0 iE I Xi, and assume that S c X satisfies the following condition: For every 
zero-set Z of S and every x E X -Z, there exists J c I with 0 # IJI < K, and, for each 
i E J, there exists an open set U, in Xi such that x E nlG, T:‘( U,) c X-Z and such 
that rr;‘( Ui) n S is clopen in S for every i E J. Then S is a-compact. 
Proof. Since S is clearly closed in X, we may assume that a > w. Let F be a 
z-ultrafilter on S with the a-intersection property. Then for each i E I, (mi 1 S)“(9) 
is a z-ultrafilter on Xi with the a-intersection property (see Proposition 2.1), so 
there exists x, in (rTTi / S)+(s). Let x = (xi: i E I). It will suffice to show that x E n 9. 
Suppose, on the contrary, that x g Z for some Z E 9, and choose J and (Ui: i E J) 
as in the statement of Lemma 4.3. Note that for each i E J there is a zero-set Zi in 
Xisuchthatxi~Z,c Ui.ThenZiE(~,IS)“(~),andhence(~iIS)~’(Zi)=~,’(Z,)n 
S is in 9, from which it follows that nL’( Ui) n S E 5. Moreover, it is clear that 
a=S-ni,, (n;‘(U,)nS) is clopen in S and Zc 0, so QE~. 
Now let CD be as described in Lemma 2.2 (but with X replaced by S) and let 
3 = {r;‘( U;) n Q: i E J}. It is easy to verify that %’ E @, and thus m = 
min{l&l: ti E @} is measurable by Lemma 2.2. Since clearly (Y G m, we then have 
rn(a)SrnS1%\GIJI<K, a contradiction. 0 
4.4. Theorem. If (Xi: i E I) is a family of zero-dimensional a-compact spaces, and if 
W<K<m(a), then K--O~~, Xi is a-compact. 
Proof. We need only take S = K - 0 It, X, in Lemma 4.3. 0 
We denote the absolute of a space X by E(X). Recall that E(X) is zero- 
dimensional and that there is a perfect (and irreducible) map from E(X) onto X. 
(See [21] for these and other properties of E(X).) 
4.5. Corollary. If (Xi: i E I) is a family of a-compact spaces, and ifo G K G m(a), 
then K -nit, E(X,) is a-compact. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 4.4, we need only note that a perfect pre-image of an 
cY-compact space is Lu-compact [5,4.4]. 0 
We note that the bound m(a) on K in Theorem 4.4 is best possible. In fact, it is 
easy to see that if K> m(a), 111 b m(a), and IX,1 22 for every ie Z, then X = 
K -0 is, Xi has a closed discrete subset D with ID] = 2”‘“‘. But then D is not 
cy-compact, and hence X is not Lu-compact (see [5, 2.2(a) and 5.31). 
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On the other hand, as an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.3 we have the 
following result: 
4.6. Theorem. If (Xi: i E I) is a family of a-compact spaces, and if w =S K C m(a), 
then every closed discrete subspace of K - 0 it I Xi is a-compact. 
We do not know whether “discrete” can be replaced by “zero-dimensional” in 
the statement of Theorem 4.6. 
We call a space X completely uniformizable if X admits a compatible complete 
uniformity (see [9, 15.71). (Equivalently, X is completely uniformizable if X is 
homeomorphic to a closed subspace of a product of metrizable spaces [6]. Note 
that the property “completely uniformizable” is called “Dieudonne-complete” in 
[7, 8.5.131 and “topologically complete” in [ 14,6L].) It is known that a completely 
uniformizable space X is cu-compact if and only if every closed discrete subspace 
of X is cY-compact [16, 2.15 and 2.41. Moreover, any K-box product of completely 
uniformizable spaces is again completely uniformizable (see [13, 4.2(2)] or [20, 
2.5(2)]). We thus have the following corollary of Theorem 4.6. 
4.7. Corollary. If (Xi: i E I) is a family of completely uniformizable a-compact spaces, 
and tf w S K C m(a), then K -0 iE, Xi is a-compact. 
4.8. Remarks. (a) Since every w,-compact (=realcompact) space is completely 
uniformizable [9, 15.14(a)], the hypothesis “completely uniformizable” in Corollary 
4.7 is redundant for the case (Y = w, (i.e., for the case described in Remark 4.2(c)). 
(b) Let us say that a uniformity Ou on a set X is a-complete if every OU-Cauchy 
filter on X with the a-intersection property is convergent, and that a space X is 
a-completely uniformizable if X admits a compatible o-complete uniformity. Then, 
by adapting standard proofs, one can show that in Corollary 4.7 the hypothesis 
“completely uniformizable” can be replaced by “a-completely uniformizable”. 
Finally, we observe that Question 4.1 can be reduced to the apparently simpler 
Questions 4.9(l) and (2) below. 
For any infinite cardinal A, denote by 0 the constant function in the Tychonoff 
product [0, 11” with value 0. (In 4.9(2), n indicates the Tychonoff product.) 
4.9. Questions. (1) If )I] < m(p) and if Xi = [0, 11” -{0} for every i E I, does it follow 
that 0 iSl Xi is puf-compact? 
(2) If LY is a limit cardinal, if ]I]< m(a), and if Xi =nThca ([0, 11” -{O}) for every 
i E I, does it follow that I7 iGl Xi is Lu-compact? 
4.10. Proposition. If Questions 4.9( 1) and (2) both have afjirmative answers, then so 
does 4.1. 
Proof. HuSek has shown that if (Y = puf (resp. LY is a limit cardinal), then every 
a-compact space is homeomorphic to a closed subspace of some Tychonoff product 
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of copies of [0, llc” -{0} (resp. copies of flA<, ([0, 11” -{O})) (see [12, Theorems 1 
and 21). The result is therefore an immediate consequence of a theorem of Kato 
[13,4.1]. 0 
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